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Ifsam enters into crypto market with
a new distribution agreement

Background on the company and the approach
Wave Financial is headquartered in Los Angeles and federally regulated by the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission as an investment
advisor. Wave is a digital asset management firm with a unique combination of venture capital, wealth management, and trading
competencies investing in crypto since 2016. The team consists of 21 employees with expertise in crypto, technology, venture capital
and institutional asset management.
Their mission is to be the bridge between traditional asset management and cutting-edge technology behind digital assets and blockchain.
Wave bring innovative people, smart capital, and ideas together to help investors unlock the potential of digital assets.
The focus is applying successful traditional investment strategies to digital assets such as income & growth, index tracking, real asset
tokenization, and venture capital.

Funds in the focus
Wave manages exposure to crypto and digital assets through a regulated entity employing multiple strategies as private funds.
Cryptocurrencies have proven themselves to be a valuable addition to traditional portfolios as they improve portfolio metrics considerably
when included.
The Wave Select 5 Crypto Index Fund (ISIN: VGG9490A1084) provides exposure to the best performing asset class of the last 5 years,
tracking the top 5 cryptocurrencies by market cap, and rebalancing monthly.
The Wave Bitcoin Income & Growth Fund (ISIN: VGG9494D1087) targets 18% yield through the sale of out-of-the-money BTC options
and strives to smooth out the volatile BTC return profile by converting volatility into high yield.
The Wave Kentucky Whiskey Digital Fund is a unique investment product for exposure to superior returns from aging American Whiskey
with a targeted 20% IRR return over the life of the investments.
All crypto assets are held with qualified custodians.
For more information please feel free to click on the below link to enter the Website of the company.

www.wavegp.com
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